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The Center for Language Research (CLR), in the School of Computer Science
and Engineering, was established in 1993 to contribute to the development
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of professionals in computer science, computer engineering, and related ﬁelds
through the research and teaching of successful language use in academic and
workplace contexts – in particular, the use of English for academic and professional purposes. Faculty research focuses on language theory, use, pedagogy,
and acquisition as well as on supporting educational technologies. Grounded
in this research, CLR faculty provide innovative English language training
to University of Aizu students at the graduate and undergraduate levels, as
well as to university students and faculty at other universities around the
world via keynote speeches, conference presentations, training seminars, and
workshops. Researchers interested in applying for a position in the CLR or
collaborating with CLR faculty on joint projects should contact the CLR
Oﬃce at clr-oﬃce@u-aizu.ac.jp.
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Refereed Journal Papers
[naomi-o-01:2013] Wilson Ian Kaneko Emiko Ginsburg, Jason and Naomi
Ogasawara. Phonetic Features of Interrogatives in Aizu Area Dialects. Conference papers of the Dialectological Circle of Japan,
pages 9–16, 2013.
Conference paper

[naomi-o-02:2013] Wilson Ian Kaneko Emiko Ginsburg, Jason and Naomi
Ogasawara. The relationship between intonation and ﬁnal particles in the Aizu dialect. Proceedings of the 147th Meeting of the
Linguistic Society of Japan, pages 154–159, 2013.
The Linguistic Society of Japan Proceedings

[rozycki-01:2013] W. Rozycki and N. Johnson. Non-canonical grammar usage
in Best Paper award winners in engineering. Journal of English for
Speciﬁc Purposes, pages 157–169, 2013.
Vol. 32

[wilson-01:2013] I. Wilson and B. Gick. Bilinguals use language-speciﬁc articulatory settings. Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research, 57:361–373, 2014.
doi:10.1044/2013 JSLHR-S-12-0345. Previous work has shown that monolingual French and English speakers use distinct articulatory settings, the
underlying articulatory posture of a language. The present study reports
an experiment investigating articulatory settings in bilingual speakers.
We ﬁrst test the hypothesis that in order to sound native-like, bilinguals
must use distinct language-speciﬁc articulatory settings in monolingual
mode. Then, we test the hypothesis that in bilingual mode, a bilingual’s
articulatory setting is identical to the monolingual-mode setting of one
of their languages. Eight French-English bilinguals each read 90 English
and 90 French sentences, and their inter-speech posture (ISP) was measured using optical tracking of the lips/jaw and ultrasound imaging of the
tongue. Results show that bilingual speakers who are perceived as native
in both languages exhibit distinct language-speciﬁc ISPs, and those who
are not perceived as native in one or more languages do not. In bilingual
mode, bilinguals use an ISP that is equivalent to the monolingual-mode
ISP of their currently most-used language. The most balanced bilingual
used a French lip ISP but an English tongue-tip ISP. Results support the
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claim that bilinguals who sound native in each of their languages have
distinct articulatory settings for each language.

Unrefereed Papers
[wilson-02:2013] N. Terunuma T. Sato S. Moriya, Y. Taguchi and I. Wilson. Normalization and matching routine for comparing ﬁrst and
second language tongue trajectories. IEICE Technical Report,
113(308):53–57, 2013.
The main purpose of this research is specifying the articulation diﬀerence
between L1 and L2 speakers by digitizing tongue motions and analyzing their diﬀerences between utterances. Diﬀerences in tongue motion
directly inﬂuence speakers’ pronunciation, so it may be possible to determine a speaker’s L1 from tongue motion data. By comparing L1 and
L2 speakers’ tongue motion, we can also guide L2 speakers to improve
their L2 pronunciation. In this research, we use coronal cross sections of
the tongue taken by an ultrasound scanner to carry out the following:
ﬁrst, record the ultrasound of a speaker’s tongue motion using the story
’The Boy Who Cried Wolf.’ Then, sample mobility information by using
histogram of oriented gradients. Next, use Karhunen-Loeve expansion to
reduce the vector dimensions. At this time, we get the average diﬀerence
between the starting vector of tongue motion and the subsequent vectors, then normalize the direction of the two averages. Finally, we use
dynamic time warping to compare each vector per frame. The experiment
results allowed us to compare speakers’ tongue mobility information in
words which were recorded in diﬀerent experimental environments or by
diﬀerent speakers.

Refereed Proceeding Papers
[kaneko-01:2013] William Rozycky, Emiko Kaneko, and Anna DanielewiczBetz. Oral Presentation at International Engineering Conferences: Eﬀects of the Local on the Global. In Proceeding of Professional Communication Conference, pages 1–5, 2013.
Based on preliminary observation of international engineering conference presentations in East Asia and Europe, a comparative, two-stage
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investigation of the eﬀect of delivery style on audience comprehension
was undertaken. The current paper reports on the ﬁrst stage, which
involves measuring presenter ʟs 1) bodily degree of orientation to audience and 2) proportion of spoken words that are additional to the
printed slide text of the presentation. Data were gathered at two East
Asian international engineering research conferences, and at two European venues of similar conferences. Findings indicate that there is
no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in body orientation to audience in any of the
venues, but that European conferences produced more text per slide
on average than the East Asian conferences. Words spoken extraneous
to the slide text varied more between conferences on the same continent than the diﬀerence in averages for this value between continents.
Results suggest that body orientation to audience is uniform, but considerable variation occurs among conferences and among presenters in
regard to speech that is extraneous to the slide text. Index

[kaneko-02:2013] δΣΠιϯɾΪϯζόʔάɺۚࢠܙඒࢠɺΠΞϯɾΟϧι
ϯɺখּݪಸอඒ. ձํݴͷٙจʹԙ͚ΔΠϯτωʔγϣϯ
ͱऴॿࢺͷؔ. In ຊֶޠݴձୈ 147 ճେձൃද༧ߘू, pages
154–159, 2013.
ຊڀݚɺౡݝͷձํ͚͓ʹݴΔٙจͷจͷΠϯτωʔγϣϯ
ͷมԽΛੳ͢Δ͜ͱΛతͱ͍ͯ͠Δɻձํݴऀ͔ΒσʔλΛऩ
ू͠ੳͨ݁͠ՌɺจͷΠϯτωʔγϣϯ͕Լ͕Δ߹͕ଟ͘ɺԼ߱
ௐͷ߹্ঢௐͷ߹ΑΓऴॿࢺΛ͏Մੑ͕ߴ͍͜ͱ͕͔ͬͨɻ
ձํݴফ໓͋ͰݴํػةΓɺֶޠݴͷཱ͔Βͷձํݴͷٙจ
ͷڀݚɺࢲ͕͍ͨͪͬͯΔݶΓɺߦΘΕͨ͜ͱ͕ͳ͍ɻͦͷͨΊɺΪ
ϯζόʔάΒʢ̎̌̍̏ʣʹଓ͍ͯɺຊڀݚձํݴͷٙจͷ࣮ଶ
Λ໌Β͔ʹ͢Δ͜ͱΛతͱ͍ͯ͠ΔɻຊͰڀݚओʹऀʢ60 ʙ
90 ʣͷձํݴऀΛରʹɺൃΛଅ͢Α͏ͳߏతσʔλऩूΛ
ߦͬͨɻௐࠪํ๏ͱͯ͠ɺඪ४ޠձํݴͷ୯ޠΛͬͨจষ͕ॻ͍
ͯ͋ΔࢴΛඃͤݟʹऀݧɺͦͷจষΛձํͳݴΒͲͷΑ͏ʹ͔͏ݴΛ
ਘͶɺࢀՃऀͷൃΛԻͨ͠ɻ໊̐̓ʢฏۉྸ̓̐ࡀʣͷσʔλΛ
ऩू͠ɺͦͷଟ͘ΛσʔλϕʔεʹऔΓࠐΜͩɻσʔλϕʔεʹ֤ඃ
ऀݧͷํʹݴӨڹΛ͢΅ٴՄੑͷߴ͍ใʢҬɺྸɺੑผʣɺඃݧ
ऀ͔Βऩू͞Εͨจষͷॻ͖͜͠ىσʔλɺԻɺԻͷϐοντϥο
ΫɺจͷΠϯτωʔγϣϯͷઆ໌ʢΠϯτωʔγϣϯ͕Լ߱ௐ্͔ঢ
ௐ͔ʣ͕·ؚΕ͍ͯΔɻ·ͨɺσʔλੳͷͨΊɺσʔλϕʔε͔ΒԼ
߱ௐͱ্ঢௐͷൺ༗ޮͱࢥΘΕΔใΛϓϩάϥϛϯά ޠݴPython
Λ༻͍ͯநग़͍ͯ͠Δɻσʔλϕʔεʢਤ̍ʣɺ͢ͰʹΠϯλʔωο
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τ্Ͱެ։͞Εͯ䛔䜛䚹
ຊจͷߏҎԼͷ௨ΓͰ͋Δɻୈ̎અͰɺٙจͷจΠϯ
τωʔγϣϯͷԼ߱ௐσʔλΛհ͢Δɻୈ̏અͰɺٙจͷจΠ
ϯτωʔγϣϯͱऴॿࢺʹ͍ͭͯߟ͢Δɻ࠷ʹޙୈ̐અͰຊจͷ
༰Λ·ͱΊΔɻ

[kaneko-03:2013] δΣΠιϯɾΪϯζόʔάɺۚࢠܙඒࢠɺΠΞϯɾΟϧι
ϯ. ձํݴͷٙจͷԻಛ. In ຊํڀݚݴձൃදจू,
pages 9–16, 2013.
ຊڀݚౡݝձํͷํͰݴΘΕ͍ͯΔٙจΛରͱ͠ɺͦͷ
ಛΛ໌Β͔ʹ͢Δ͜ͱΛతͱ͍ͯ͠ΔɻগࢠԽաૄԽͳͲͷӨڹ
ʹΑΓձํݴͷଘଓ·ͿةΕ͍ͯΔɻͦͷ্ɺձํݴͷٙจͷ
ֶޠݴతղੳɺࡔຊ et al. (2010) ͳͲΛআ͖ɺ΄ͱΜͲߦΘΕͨ͜ͱ
͕ͳ͍ɻຊߘͰɺձํݴͷԻσʔλͷऩूɺੳͷ݁Ռ͔Βɺձ
ํͱݴඪ४ຊޠʢ౦ݴํژʣͷٙจͷΠϯτωʔγϣϯͱϐον
ϐʔΫʢจষͷͳ͔Ͱϐον͕࠷ߴ͍෦ʣ͕ҟͳΔ͜ͱΛ͍ࣔͨ͠ɻ
ଞͷํݴͷྫʹҧΘͣɺձํͰɺए͍ੈ͕༻͢Δձํݴͷ
ඪ४ޠԽ͕ਐΜͰ͍Δɻ٬؍తௐ͍ࠪͯ͠ͳ͍ͷͷɺͦͷࠜ͠ͱڌ
ͯɺ̍ʣͷඃ͕ऀݧɺଙձหΛͤͳ͍ͱূ͍ͨͯ͠ݴɺ̎ʣए
͍ੈ͔ΒରͱͳΔσʔλΛࢼݧతʹऩूͯ͠Έͨͱ͜Ζɺ্ͷੈ
ͷձหͷσʔλͱ໌Β͔ʹҟͳ͍ͬͯͨɺͱ͍ͬͨ͜ͱ͕͛ڍΒΕΔɻ
ͦ͜ͰຊͰڀݚओʹͷձํݴऀʢ60 ʙ90 ʣΛରͱ͠
ͨɻ σʔλऩूҎԼͷΑ͏ʹߦΘΕͨɻඪ४ޠɺ͘͠ձํݴ
ͷ୯ޠΛͬͨഞ࣍ɫɣʅɡʪߊʱޖљࠖʊٵɺƐɼʍഞ࣍ɫ҇
ൣڊʉʨʈʍʧɥʊڊɥɪʱमʌ、ޖљࠖʍ഼ஊʱёɶɾƑ35$$7
ʇɣɥёॶ҈উʍ˧˼ƪˏ˧˚ʸʹʴʆƐࡘɶɾёॶ˙ƪˑ͔Βର
ͱͳΔٙจΛநग़͠ɺPRAAT Ͱදࣔ͞ΕΔϐοντϥοΫΛɺ
日本ڶʍடɷʧɥʉ˦˕˓˚˻˕ˁʇಐӇɸʪɲʇʆƐ҇ുʍறʱ
ાࡰɶɾƑ Ͱ࣌ݱ47 ໊ʢฏۉྸ̓̐ࡀʣͷσʔλΛऩू͕ͨ͠ɺ
ຊจͰɺͦͷҰ෦ͷΈΛѻ͏ɻ·ͨɺձํͰΘΕ͍ͯΔํ
ݴҬʹΑͬͯҟͳΔɻ͓ͦΒ͘ɺձํ͕େͰɺࢁͳͲ
ͷܗతཧ༝Ͱִ͞Ε͍ͯΔ෦མொ͕ଟ͍ͨΊͰ͋Δ͕ɺຊߘͰ
ɺౡݝձएদࢢɺழබொɺতଜͰ͞Ε͍ͯΔձหʹ
ͯͬݶٞ͢ΔɻຊจͷߏҎԼͷ௨ΓͰ͋Δɻ·ͣɺୈ̎અͰɺ
ඪ४ຊͱޠձํݴͷجຊతͳΠϯτωʔγϣϯͱϐονͷҧ͍Λ
հ͢Δɻͦͯ͠ୈ̏અͰձํ͚͓ʹݴΔࢠԻͷ༗ԽʹΑΔٙจ
ͷӨ͍ͯͭʹڹઆ໌͢Δɻୈ̐અͰຊจͷ༰Λ·ͱΊΔɻ

[rozycki-02:2013] W. Rozycki, E. Kaneko, and A. Danielewicz-Betz. Oral
presentation at international engineering conferences: Eﬀect of
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the local on the global. In Proceedings of the 2013 IEEE IPCC
Communicating Vision Conference, July 15th-17th, Vancouver,
Canada, pages 1–5, 2013.
ISBN: 978-1-4673-0010-7

[wilson-03:2013] I. Wilson and D. Erickson. Eﬀect of syllable onset, coda,
and nucleus on degree of skin stretching over the mandible. In
Proceedings of Meetings on Acoustics (POMA), pages 1–4, 2013.
doi:10.1121/1.4799467. Movements of the mandible have been shown
to correlate with English speech rhythm, and signiﬁcant diﬀerences
have been found between native speakers’ mandible movements and
those of second-language speakers. A simple, inexpensive method of inferring movements of the mandible is to use video tracking of a chin
marker during speech. However, since the skin is free to stretch over the
mandible, inferences using the chin marker may not always be accurate.
This study examines the degree of skin stretching during vowel production in 18 diﬀerent CVC syllables (using 3 diﬀerent stop consonants
and 2 diﬀerent vowels) spoken as the middle word in a 3-word utterance. We made electromagnetic articulometer (EMA) recordings of two
North American English speakers (1 male, 1 female). The distance was
measured between coils placed on the lower incisor and on the skin of
the mental protruberance (chin). For both speakers, the distance signiﬁcantly diﬀered depending on the vowel. The onset C aﬀected the
distance for only the female speaker. The coda C did not signiﬁcantly
aﬀect the distance for either speaker. These results need to be taken
into account as we continue to develop a method for video recording
jaw displacement patterns in running speech.

[wilson-04:2013] E. Kaneko J. Ginsburg, I. Wilson and N. Ogasawara. The
relationship between intonation and ﬁnal particles in interrogatives in the Aizu dialect. In Proceedings of the 147th meeting of
the Lingusitic Society of Japan (LSJ), pages 154–159, 2013.
ຊڀݚɺౡݝͷձํʹݴԙ͚ΔٙจͷจͷΠϯτωʔγϣϯ
ͷมԽͱऴॿࢺͷؔΛ໌֬ʹ͢Δ͜ͱΛతͱ͍ͯ͠Δɻձหऀ
͔ΒσʔλΛऩू͠ੳͨ݁͠ՌɺٙจͰจʹͳΔʹͭΕ্ͯঢ
ௐͷํ͕ଟ͔͕ͬͨɺ͕ͯͦ͢͏ͱݶΒͣɺԼ߱ௐʹͳΔ߹গ
ͳ͘ͳ͔ͬͨɻ͜ͷʹؔͯ͠ɺձํݴͷٙจɺجຊతʹ্ঢௐʹ
ͳΔඪ४ຊޠʢ෦ 2010ʣͱҟͳΔΑ͏ʹ͑ݟΔɻจͷΠϯτωʔ
γϣϯ͕Լ͕Δ߹ɺٙऴॿࢺΛ͏ͷ͕ແඪͰ͋Δ͜ͱ໌Β͔ʹ
ͳͬͨɻ͜Ε͓ͦΒ͘ߠఆจʢԼ߱ௐʣͱ۠ผ͢ΔͨΊͰ͋Δɻ·ͨɺ
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ߠ൱ٙจΑΓٙࢺٙจͷํ͕Լ߱ௐʹͳΔ͕ݟΒΕΔɻຊߘ
ͰɺձํݴͷٙจͷΠϯτωʔγϣϯͷಛΠϯτωʔγϣϯ
ͱऴॿࢺͷؔΛΑΓৄ͘͠આ໌͠ɺߟ͢Δɻ

[wilson-05:2013] E. Kaneko J. Ginsburg, I. Wilson and N. Ogasawara. Phonetic features of interrogatives in Aizu area dialects. In Proceedings of the 96th meeting of the Dialectological Circle of Japan,
pages 9–16, 2013.
ຊڀݚౡݝͷձํͷํͰݴΘΕ͍ͯΔٙจΛରͱ͠ɺͦ
ͷಛΛ໌Β͔ʹ͢Δ͜ͱΛతͱ͍ͯ͠ΔɻগࢠԽաૄԽͳͲͷӨ
ʹڹΑΓձํݴͷଘଓ·ͿةΕ͍ͯΔɻͦͷ্ɺձํݴͷٙจ
ͷֶޠݴతղੳߦΘΕͨ͜ͱ͕ͳ͍ɻऩूͨ͠ԻσʔλͷԻੳ
ͷ݁Ռ͔Βɺձํͱݴඪ४ຊޠʢ౦ݴํژʣͷٙจͷΠϯτωʔ
γϣϯͱϐονϐʔΫҟͳΔ͜ͱ͕Θ͔ͬͨɻຊͰڀݚɺ·ͣձ
หऀͷձหσʔλΛԻͨ͠ɻඪ४ޠɺ͘͠ձํݴͷ୯ޠΛ
ͬͨٙจ͕ॻ͍ͯ͋ΔࢴΛࢀՃऀʹͤݟɺͦͷจΛձํͳݴΒͲ
ͷΑ͏ʹ͔͏ݴΛਘͶɺࢀՃऀͷฦΛԻͨ͠ɻ Ͱ࣌ݱ45 ໊ͷσʔ
λΛऩू͠ɺͦΕΒΛ PRAAT ͱ͍͏Իղੳͷ˧˼ƪˏ˧˚ʸʹʴ
ʆഒউɶɾƑචഞʆʎ、ɼʍφʱެʂɾഒউʱࡲʘɾɣƑ

[wilson-06:2013] M. Cohen J. Villegas, W.L. Martens and I. Wilson. Spatial
separation decreases psychoacoustic roughness of high-frequency
tones. In Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, volume
134, page 4228, 2013.
doi:10.1121/1.4831530. Perceived roughness reports were collected for
pairings of sinusoidal tones presented either over loudspeakers or headphones such that the sounds were collocated or spatially separated 90
degrees in front of the listener (+/- 45 degrees). In the loudspeaker experiment, pairs of sinusoids were centered at 0.3, 1.0, and 3.3 kHz, and
separated by half a critical band. In the headphone experiment, the
pairs of sinusoids were centered at 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 kHz, and separated
by a semitone. Although not all listeners’ reports showed the inﬂuence
of spatial separation as clearly as others, analysis indicates that listeners generally found spatially separated tone combinations less rough
when the frequencies of those tones were centered at 2.0 kHz or higher.
This trend was also observed in a follow-up study with 20-component
complex tones at fundamental frequencies of C2, C3, A4, and C4 (131,
262, 440, and 523 Hz, respectively) presented via headphones. These
results suggest that spatial separation decreases perceived roughness,
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especially for tones with frequencies higher than the threshold at which
inter aural time diﬀerences rival inter aural level diﬀerences for sound
localization (approximately 2.3 kHz) and that the current roughness
models need to be reviewed to include binaural eﬀects.

[wilson-07:2013] B. Gick S. Kanada, I. Wilson and D. Erickson. Coarticulatory eﬀects of lateral tongue bracing in ﬁrst and second language
English speakers. In Journal of the Acoustical Society of America,
volume 134, page 4244, 2013.
doi:10.1121/1.4831608. This study uses electromagnetic articulometry
(EMA) to examine the coarticulatory eﬀects of tongue bracing in L1 and
L2 English speakers. The tongue is hydrostatic, so we brace it against
our teeth for added control, and this bracing is an important part of
pronunciation. The amount of bracing may diﬀer across languages (and
may be part of one ʟs articulatory setting), so understanding these
diﬀerences could be a key to L2 pronunciation learning. Although lingual coarticulation has been examined using acoustics and midsagittal
views of the vocal tract, not much focus has been placed on the coronal
view. We collected EMA point-tracking data from two native speakers
of North American English and looked at the movement of a lateral
tongue marker. As stimuli, we choose the nursery rhyme ’Mary had a
Little Lamb’ because of the variation in vowels, and also the /l/ and /r/
phonemes, which are absent in Japanese. Initial results show diﬀerences
between vowels that occur next to /l/ and those that occur next to /r/
and stops. Results will also be presented for Japanese speakers of both
their L1 (Japanese) and L2 English. If we ﬁnd crosslinguistic diﬀerences
in bracing, this fact will be important for pedagogical purposes.

[wilson-08:2013] I. Stavness B. Gick, B. Allen and I. Wilson. Speaking
tongues are always braced. In Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, volume 134, page 4204, 2013.
doi:10.1121/1.4831431. Bracing the tongue against rigid vocal tract
surfaces (i.e., teeth or palate) has been suggested to be important
in facilitating certain kinds of tongue movements [Stone, M. 1990.
JASA, 81:2207-2218]. However, previous studies have generally sought
bracing in only a narrow range of phonetic contexts, resulting in a
widespread view of bracing as an occasional state, peculiar to speciﬁc
sounds or sound combinations. The present study uses electropalatography (EPG) as well as ultrasound imaging and electromagnetic articulometry (EMA) to describe tongue bracing in continuous speech
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passages, ﬁnding that the tongue is almost constantly braced against
lateral surfaces during running speech. Analysis of archival data from
the male and female speakers of American English in the KayPENTAX
Palatometer Database (Model 4333) shows that they brace the tongue
continuously, except during a small percentage of low vowels, and during a larger percentage of instances of /l/. Additional measures using
all three devices, as well as biomechanical simulations using ArtiSynth
(www.artisynth.org), provide further insight, indicating that the tongue
also braces against the central palate and/or lower jaw, and that bracing points slide anteroposteriorly across speech sounds. These results
suggest that bracing is a constant and necessary aspect of tongue motor
control.

[wilson-09:2013] N. Terunuma S. Moriya, Y. Yaguchi and I. Wilson. Normalization and matching routine for comparing ﬁrst and second
language tongue trajectories. In Journal of the Acoustical Society
of America, volume 134, page 4244, 2013.
doi:10.1121/1.4831607. The main purpose of this research is specifying the articulation diﬀerence between L1 and L2 speakers by digitizing tongue motions and analyzing their diﬀerences between utterances.
Diﬀerences in tongue motion directly inﬂuence speakers’ pronunciation,
so it may be possible to determine a speaker’s L1 from tongue motion
data. By comparing L1 and L2 speakers’ tongue motion, we can also
guide L2 speakers to improve their L2 pronunciation. In this research,
we use coronal cross sections of the tongue taken by an ultrasound scanner to carry out the following: ﬁrst, record the ultrasound of a speaker’s
tongue motion using the story ’The Boy Who Cried Wolf.’ Then, sample
mobility information by using histogram of oriented gradients. Next,
use Karhunen-Loeve expansion to reduce the vector dimensions. At
this time, we get the average diﬀerence between the starting vector of
tongue motion and the subsequent vectors, then normalize the direction
of the two averages. Finally, we use dynamic time warping to compare
each vector per frame. The experiment results allowed us to compare
speakers’ tongue mobility information in words which were recorded in
diﬀerent experimental environments or by diﬀerent speakers.
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This paper explores the eﬀect of the familiarity between partners on
their performance during oral proﬁciency tests in an EFL class. It was
shown that if test-takers are familiar with each other, it leads to positive
results in their test performance for more complex L2 tasks while it may
not have much impact on simple tasks.
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